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]?£ sure do§s. „. The way I feel about it, I think it's just a waste of money.
You know those1 medicines (not clear) and they take these medicines ^aome and
set it up in a cabinet somewhere and forget about it. And then they come back
in a worser shape then they were when they left here. Well, have you been
taking medicine and they'll tej.1 you they haven't.
."I'm sort of in a way. . .you may here some of this back tonight on the same
subject but this morning I was talking about the Indian family and then also J t/
what we were talking about last\night, you know, that's building up a go'od

^

relationship between the nurse 'and the patient and then I was talking a little
bit on, health, Indian ideas on health and diseagpsJut see, jj^really don't know*
how this applies to the Choctaw today, feu know back probably a hundred years
ago things were different, but I'm interested to hear that there are still a
few Indian doctors around.."
Yes, it's not like it used to.be. He's the only one I know, the fellow over at
Boswell and another one lives,over at Smithsville or Bethel somewhere. But
we get him in now and thea, y$u see.
"Oh, you do?"
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^ *• Well, we were talking about that last night, you know. You know this panel we
had, you know, and I was telling them. I said, well, I think that guy's been
Coming in and* taking that medicine over there and mixing it up and passes it
out to the other people, but I don't know. But that's the only two I know of.
Maybe there'smothers. I don't know, I couldn't say.
"I want to be sure to ask you what I had in mind. How do you think the Indian
people around here react to this hospital? Do you think that they come when
they need to or hold back for some reason. This is just for my personal information .".
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Well/, we will take one i!amily that I know that lives right here in town. They.
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are/out there everydajv^^ellpdoctors have sent those people to specialists and
everything came back negative.* But still they go out there and doctor examine
them, you know, aria fivi days a week, you know, I don't know. They still been

